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Case Report
Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma arising in a composite 
lymphoma with biclonality by flow cytometry and  
one monoclonal band by PCR
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Abstract: Composite lymphoma (CL) refers to the presence of two or more distinct types of lymphomas in a single 
organ or tissue. CL is an infrequent finding and may be due to the existence of two genetically related neoplasms, 
i.e. transformation of a single lymphoma into another lymphoma, or be due to the presence of two clonally unrelated 
lymphomas. CL composed of more than two lymphomas is even rare. Herein we describe a case of diffuse large 
B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) arising in a CL of follicular lymphoma (FL) and small lymphocytic lymphoma (SLL) in an 
inguinal lymph node of an 85 year old woman. The three lymphomas were morphologically and immunophenotypi-
cally distinct while flow cytometry detected two monoclonal B-cell populations. Karyotyping and Polymerase Chain 
Reaction (PCR) for B-cell clonality each detected a single monoclonal B-cell population. The morphology findings 
may suggest DLBCL being transformed from FL while Richter transformation from SLL appears to be less likely in 
our case. Due to the single clone by chromosome study and PCR study, the precise relationships of the three lym-
phomas are unknown.
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Introduction

Composite lymphoma (CL) is defined as the co-
occurrence of two or more distinct types of lym-
phoma at the same anatomic site. CL consist-
ing of three morphologically and immuno- 
phenotypically separate lymphomas are a rare 
finding in the literature. We describe a CL com-
posed of diffuse large B-cell lymphoma 
(DLBCL), follicular lymphoma (FL), and small 
lymphocytic lymphoma (SLL) in an inguinal 
lymph node of an 85 year old female.

Materials and methods

Case history

The patient was an 85 year old white female 
who presented with weight loss and growing 
masses in the groin and neck areas for several 
months. Her past medical history included 
breast cancer 12 years ago with a subsequent 

radical mastectomy. She did not receive che-
motherapy as part of her breast cancer treat-
ment. An excisional lymph node biopsy was per-
formed in her left groin and revealed a 5.5 × 4.0 
× 3.0 cm mass. After her surgery and final diag-
nosis, the patient was referred to the oncology 
service but expired before any intervention.

Pathology

This study used histologic evaluation by hema-
toxylin & eosin and immunohistochemical stain-
ing, multicolor flow cytometry analysis and 
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) for immuno-
globulin heavy (IgH) gene rearrangement using 
IgVH frame work 2 (FR2) as well as conventional 
karyotyping. PCR studies were performed at 
ARUP laboratories (Salt Lake City, UT, US) and 
chromosome analysis was performed at 
LabCorp laboratory (RTP, NC, US) while the 
remaining studies are performed at authors’ 
institution.
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Results

Grossly, the cut surface of the lymph node was 
tan-yellow and smooth with focal areas of hem-
orrhage. Histologically, the lymph node archi-
tecture was completely effaced by a diffuse 
lymphoid infiltrate (Figure 1). The majority of 
the infiltrate showed sheets of large atypical 
lymphoid cells (Figure 2). The large atypical 
lymphoid cells had centroblastic morphology 
with abundant cytoplasm, vesicular nuclear 
chromatin pattern and one to several nucleoli. 
These large atypical lymphoid cells stained 
positive for CD20, CD10, and weak BCL-2 but 
not CD5 or cyclin D1. These features were con-
sistent with a diagnosis of DLBCL. There was 
also a focal follicular pattern adjacent to the 
diffuse areas. These follicles were filled with 
sheets of large atypical lymphoid cells demon-
strating similar immunohistochemistry profiles 
as that in diffuse areas. These follicular areas 
were consistent with a FL (grade IIIB). 
Additionally, there were areas composed of 

small lymphoid cells in interfollicular regions of 
residual lymphoid follicles. Small lymphoid cells 
had condensed nuclear chromatin and incon-
spicuous nucleoli. These cells were mostly 
B-cells expressing weak CD20. These B cells 
coexpressed with CD5 but not cyclin D1, with 
the features consistent with a SLL. The SLL 
cells were also focally present in the DLBCL 
areas.

Cytogenetics analysis revealed one hyperdip-
loid clone with a karyotyping of 47-48, XX, add 
(2) (p23), del (6) (q15), + 11, + mar ([12] / 46, 
XX [8]. Flow cytometry detected two popula-
tions of monoclonal B-cells (Figure 3). One 
expressed CD10 without CD5, while the other 
expressed CD5 but was negative for CD10. 
Both B-cell populations were lambda light chain 
restricted. PCR for B-cell clonality detected a 
single monoclonal immunoglobulin heavy chain 
gene rearrangement in the framework 2 region 
(Figure 4).

Discussion

The term CL refers to the presence of two or 
more morphologically and immunophenotypi-
cally distinct lymphomas in a single anatomic 
site [1]. They can occur as multiple B-cell lym-
phomas, multiple T-cell lymphomas or a combi-
nation of a B-cell and T-cell lymphoma. CL is a 
rare finding in the literature. The actual inci-

Figure 1. Low magnification of the lymphoid infiltrate 
(× 100).

Figure 2. High magnification shows diffuse sheets 
of large atypical lymphoid cells with centroblast mor-
phology (× 400). 

Figure 3. Histogram of the flow cytometry study dem-
onstrated two populations of monoclonal B-cells. The 
gated events in red are lambda light chain restricted 
B-cells expressing CD19, CD20, and CD10 while gat-
ed events in green are lambda light chain restricted 
B-cells expressing CD19, CD20, CD5, CD43 but neg-
ative for CD10.
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dence of CL maybe underestimated due to the 
lack of advanced techniques in many parts of 
the world that are needed to diagnose them [2]. 
CL consisting of three different lymphomas is 
even rarer. Steinhoff et al reported a case of CL 
composed of three lymphomas in one patient 
but in different anatomic sites. The lymphomas 
were primary cutaneous marginal zone B-cell 
lymphoma, nodal Epstein-Barr virus associated 
classic Hodgkin’s lymphoma of B-cell type, and 
peripheral T-cell lymphoma coexisting in the 
skin and cervical lymph node [3]. In their case, 
molecular studies proved that the three lym-
phomas were clonally unrelated. In our case, 
three lymphomas were found in a single lymph 
node. These lymphomas were one low grade 
lymphoma (SLL) and two high grade lympho-
mas (FL IIIB and DLBCL). Flow cytometry find-
ings of two monoclonal B-cell populations sup-
port the CL. However, PCR and cytogenetics 
analyses each reported a single monoclonal 
B-cell population.

CL consisting of two low grade B-cell lympho-
mas has been reported to be biclonal. Fend et 
al presented three different cases of CL that 
consisted of two distinct low grade B-cell lym-
phomas [4]. The molecular studies failed to 
show biclonality based on DNA extracted from 
the whole tissue block. The use of laser micro-
dissection might help to establish the presence 
of the two clonal populations. A more recent 
study by Boiocchi et al reported that CL com-

indicate a large cell transformation from an 
underlying follicular lymphoma. FL and trans-
formed DLBCL have been shown to be clonally 
related [6, 7]. One suggested mechanism of 
the transformation of FL to DLBCL is via 
increased expression of genes involved in cel-
lular proliferation [8]. Our cytogenetics findings 
included the amplification and deletion of dif-
ferent chromosomal segments. Deleted seg-
ments or whole chromosome loss usually 
involves the loss of known or putative tumor 
suppressor genes while the amplified seg-
ments typically correspond to regions which 
are thought to provide clonal selective prolifera-
tive advantage. The combination of the chro-
mosomal loss and amplification could have led 
to a net increase in cellular proliferation gene 
activity and been the inciting factor of the trans-
formation from FL to DLBCL. Interestingly, neo-
plastic SLL cells are focally present and inter-
sperse in the DLBCL areas. However, there 
were no obvious transitional zones as seen in 
the FL/DLBCL areas. It does not appear to be a 
Richter transformation from CLL in our case. 
The Richter transformation describes the devel-
opment of an aggressive non-Hodgkin’s lym-
phoma or Hodgkin’s lymphoma from SLL or 
chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) [9]. 
Richter’s transformation occurs in about 3-11% 
of patients with CLL [10, 11]. Trisomy 12 and 
chromosome 11 abnormalities, as well as mul-
tiple genetic defects, have been described in 
patients with Richter’s transformation [12]. 

Figure 4. Capillary electrophoresis based PCR study showed one restricted 
monoclonal band.

posed of CLL and FL was 
biclonal and pathogenetically 
different from a CL of a low 
grade B-cell lymphoma and an 
aggressive B-cell lymphoma 
[5]. They used laser microdis-
section to isolate the appropri-
ate tissue samples and se- 
quenced IgH rearrangements 
to prove the presence of two 
separate B-cell clones.

Unique to our case is the pres-
ence of a high grade lymphoma 
in addition to SLL. The DLBCL 
component characterized the 
majority of the atypical lym-
phoid infiltrate seen in the 
lymph node. Of note, there was 
a focal follicular pattern adja-
cent to the DLBCL. This may 
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Because of the heterogeneity of the genetic 
lesions seen, it is likely that there are different 
Richter’s transformation subsets, possibly due 
to different transforming mechanisms [13]. The 
clinical outcome of Richter’s transformation is 
generally poor. Numerous therapies can induce 
a response, but patients typically die within a 
few months after Richter’s transformation [14].

In summary, DLBCL arising from a CL including 
indolent lymphomas is rare. Although the mor-
phology may impose diagnostic challenges for 
the SLL component in a CL, the biclonality by 
flow cytometry should provide a clue for CL. The 
karyotyping results of one clone and one single 
monoclonal band by PCR might suggest the 
three lymphomas are clonally related, but fur-
ther study, such as microdissection, may need-
ed to clarify this.
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